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CHANGES 
EYED -FOR 
by Sheila G ,rossmqn 
The yea r 1972 was an importa n_t one for 
. Jefferson Medical College; it was then that 
the Blo~k . System and the Senior Track 
System were inst ituted. In the intervening 
yea rs there have been several 
modifications and continual re-evaluation 
of the cirriculum . Most recently the Faculty 
Curriculum Committee, chaired by Dr. 
Paul Brucker, approved major revisions for 
the Sophomore year beginning in 1983, 
and has begun to study the · possible 
overhm,.11 of both the Freshman curriculum 
and the examination format at +~1is · 
College, . 
Some may wonder why the curriculum 
needs periodic review; it is natural to · 
regard change with a jaundiced eye., But 
change and growth must occur in any 
medical school curriculum, because 
change and growth ore ever-present in 
the sdentific basis of medical practice . 
Immunology, for example has become 
fundamental tofhe scientifidoundotion of 
all clinical courses, yet there h~d not been 
a coherent ~ourse in fmrft{lftolegy.:~ fSf 
JMC. 
Up until the foll of 1982 the concepts of. 
immunology had been taught in a 
fragmentary manner by the Deportments 
of Biochemistry, Physiology, Pathology 
and Micro,biology; resulting in 
redundancy, inefficient- use of time, and 
lack of coherent presentation of 
controversial issues in the field. 
In 1980 the Faculty Cirriculum -
Committee resolved to · form a coherent 
course in Immunology. · This decision 
became the impetus for a major re-
evaluation of the academic program for 
the class of 1986. The Committee's list of 
objectives included better integration of 
the cirriculum to facilitate comprehension, 
and explc·...,tion ·of alternate methods o·f 
cont'd on page 9 
. Photo by Ben Alman 
Dr. THOMAS E. STARZL discusses new techniques in transplantation surgery 
STARZLLECTURE 
LIVERS UP TO. 
- · EXPECTAT·IONS 
by Gary Fishbein 
A standing-room only crowd jammed 
McClellan Hall on Thursday, November 11 
lo hear Thomas E. Storz!, M.D., Ph.D. 
deliv.er the 19th Annual Mortin E. Rehfuss 
l~cturesr.ip. Dr. Storz!, . who made a 
presentation titled "Hepatic 
Tranplantation", is currently Professor of 
Surgery at the University of Pittsburgh. He 
hos received six honorary degrees and an 
extrao rdinary number of honors and 
awards including the Sheen Award of t~e 
American College of Su rgeons. He has 
published . ov~r 500 . articles in his 
professional career. 
Willia C. Maddrey, M.D., _Magee 
Professor of Medicine and Chairman of 
the Department, credited Dr. ·sforzl for his 
distinguished career in kidney and liver 
transplantation . Dr. Maddrey explained 
that Dr. Starzl, · through his diligerat 
' cont'd on page 9 
Visiting ,Physician ,to '. Examine Education 
by Sam Markind 
This autumn, )eff~rson Medi.~cadll~CC~o~·li~le~g~·e~,~~la~tt~e~r~is~o~v~e~r--a~c~en~t~u~ry~o~l~d~,~t~h~e~W~e~st~·!;-""·~W~'~h~il~e~o~t ~J!e~ff~e~rs~o~n~,~~t.P.!!!'-!~~·-•••iili!ifii 
welcomes Dr. Juana G. Jardiolin as the Visayas Hospital is 0 rather recently · to study and Jefferson's 
first fellow of the Overseas Scholars erected facility. (Incidentally, a bed costs educational program. She is especially 
Project. This fellowship, funded by the . $5/ day at WVH'.) interested in reviewing a number of 
Educational Commision for foreign . Medical education in the Philippines is problems in the area of medical education 
· Medical Graduates, is geared toward quite diverse as these are more than ten which are of concern to her. These include 
bringing physicians involved wjth medical medical scho.ols in the. country. Of these, difficulties of .attracting physicians to s~rve 
e.ducation in foreign countries to the two or~ pubically owned, West Vis,oyas as faculty in medical schools, getting 
United Sta.tes in order to study medical being one of the two. Instruction · is · , physicians to ~ teach courses in basic 
~~ucation in this country. The term of the · available in English. This came about _ sciences, and introducing modern audio-
fellowship is six months. . because during the years following the · visual technology into the educational 
Dr. Jardiolin _is associated with the Spanish American War when the U.S. programs of medical schools in the 
School o,f Medicine of the West Visoyas governedthePhilippines(1898-1942),the_ Philippines. She is also interested in 
State Coll~ge in · lloilo City in tfie Phillippine educational system was greatly learning about Jefferson's program for 
Philippine's where she .is Professor of moae(nized. Many changes were made in training physicians to serv~ in rural and 
Medicine . . Dr. Jardiolin explains. that the educatioh in the Philippines, inclu.~ing 'the physician shortage areas. (Just as in this 
West Visayos · Hospital .is one of two ,introduction of English into the classroom. country, Philippine physician~ are 
government. hospitals .in the Philippines, Tuition at the two public medical schools is cont'd on page 2 
Professions' Night 
by Grace Garacci 
The third a~nual Night · with . the 
Professions Cocktail ·Party was held on 
Monday, November 15, 1982. The event 
was sponsored by the American Medical 
Student Associatio n (AMSA), The College 
of Allied Health Sciences, The College of 
Graduate Studies, The Jefferson Alumni 
Association, the Jefferson Medical 
College, and the Jefferson Commons. 
Students and faculty from the medical 
school , the graduate school the College of 
Allied Health Sciences were invited. AMSA 
first organized this event three years ag9 
with ·the purpose of increasing the 
interaction between pre-professional 
students and professional faculty at 
Jefferson . The ide'ol was . to p rovid e a 
- relaxed atmosphere where the stu dents 
and faculty could get to know people in 
the othe r areas of the health profession . 
A go()d time being had by all at the night of the Professions c.ock·t~'.I ~a,rty . Pnoto by Ben_ f.'l_man 
This year. the cocktail party was 
attended .by about 300 "professionals" 
from ali areas of the University. A good 
time was had by cill. Next year we hope to 
mcike. it even bigger and better. Hope to 
see yo u all there ! 
• I I',! •••• • 
. ~ . . ' . . ~ . 
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CHALLENGES AWAIT .MEDICAL SCHOOL GRADUATES 
by Gary Fishbein 
What challenges ore in store for 
medical school graduates of our 
generation? This was the topic of Doniel 
Federman, M.D. as he addressed the 
Jefferson Chapter of the Honorary 
Medical Society Alpha Omega Alpha . Dr. 
Federrrian, Deon of students at Harvard ... 
,Ytedical School, and o "world renouned "= 
endocrinologist" delive red o 
lecture titled " preparing to be worthy" on 
Tuesday, N-;,vember 16. 
Dr. Federmon stressed that there is o 
strong intellectual 9bl igat ion 
1
that 
accompanies the degree of Medical 
Doctor. Because of the'"rapid evolution of 
• knowledge" in the fie ld of · medicine 
concerned and worthy physicians are 
obligated to continually e~pand their 
1. foundation of knowledge through 
"continuing self education." Because of 
the continuing - growth In ·medical 
knowledge, "one cannot permanently 
attest to (another physician's) 
knowledge.' ' In order to maintain on 
optical level of core, Dr. Federman 
advocates "the need for internalized high 
standards among physicic;ms. 
Another social issue which challenges 
the worthiness of physicians is the aging of 
the population. Dr. Federman is 
dismarged over the lack of knowledge 
among students about geriatrics. He 
attributes this lac~ of knowledge to the 
scontz integration of geriatrics into 
medical education. "The biocliemists and 
physiologists don't tell us about the 
reaction that run ·ten efficiently as we grow 
older," noted Dr. Federman. He also 
observed that relatively· few present day 
medical students have hod an ailing 
grandparent living in the home, which 
decreases the tolerance of medical 
students for older patients. 
The technological complexity of 
medicine is another issue which will have to 
be _ dealt with by our generation of 
physicians. Noting that there is "a 
seductive excitement of new 
technology .. . which draws odherance," Dr .. 
Federman cautions physicians to "learn 
whether something makes a difference by 
objective evaluation." Dr. Federman .feels 
that these newtechnologies stress too much 
action and not enough rigorous an~ysis 
PHILIPPINE PHYSICIAN 
~ont'd from page 1 
attracted to larger city medical centers.) 
Anyone interested in meeting and 
speaking with Dr. Jardiolin can find her ir 
the Office of~edical .Education, first floor 
of College Building. 




FEATURING THE FINEST IN 
. 
CHOCOLATES, COOKIES, 
CHEESES AND 'NUTS ~:- ~:- ·!:· 
ORD-ER YOUR 1HOLIDAY PAC.KAGES EARLY 
CALi. FERN TODAY AT 
.' 
121 SJ 649-5669 
\/~t:'~~ - MASTERCHARGE AND A~ERIC~N EXPRESS ACCEPTED 
. . 
ASK ABOUT OUR BALLOON DELIVERS 
Jeni J · ~lep~1111t J 
,, tf ,.,,,,,,.,> I. tel. 
59 WEST LANCASTER A VENUE • ARDMORE, PA. 19003 • (215) 649-5669 1 
. .. \ . - .. . .. ...... - ... - - -_.,. .. ,._ , ~ ~ .,. " "' ~-: : 
by the physicians- of the· patient's real 
problems . "We reimburse dispro -
portionately for those who do rather than 
for those who think," noted Federman. 
"Something hos gotten out of line in the 
area of physician's fees," and the Harvard . 
Dean feels that future physicians are 
going to have to hold the line on 
escalating health care costs. Since 
physician's decisions affect the majority of 
expenditures in hospitals and 
laboratories, worthy practitioners must be 
cost conscious so that health core does not 
become a commodify' for only the rich. 
- "We have to get outside our immediate 
clinical responsibilities" in order to begin 
to address this problem. ' 
Dr. Federman wrapped up his address 
by reminding the futlire worthy physicians 
of the need to interact with other health 
care professionals ·and other organs of 
society to bring about the most effective 
health care system. He reiterated the 
obligations which face physicians and 
reminded us of our responsibiliti~s to deal 
with the ethical and social issues which 
face medical practice. "A doctor's ability 







Reprinted from AMN 
Increased reports of gential herpes 
hove given the media material to induce 
herpes hysteria, some critics say. 
An Emory U. professor, Andre Nahmias, 
MD, is -starting a ' study to determine if 
- there really has been a dramatic increase 
in the disease. (Federa l figu.res show that 
in 1979, consultations with physicians 
about herpe~ made 0 nine-fold iump over 
fiures from about 15 years ear\ier.) 
Dr. Nahmias' study wil~ analyze 
specimens token since 1971 and look at 
20,000 people from vqrious socioeconomic 
levels and (lreas of the country. He hopes 
that his five-year effort will replace small 
studies that hove been used to draw 
larger, erroneous conclusions about the 
number of cases. 
Some investigators J USpect that the 
higher statistics come 'mainly from 
increased awareness triggered by 
numerous reports in profess-ional 
publications and the Joy media. Dr. 
Nahmias said increases among college 
students and the ririddle doss probably 
hod occured but he wos not sure if 
publicity were solely responsible. 
INVESTIGATORS HAVE a tough time 
citing actual numbers of case( much less 
one definite cause. One estimate shows 10 
million to 15 million cases in the United 
States, but genital herpes is a desease that 
_can be undetecable or recurrent. These 
two possibilities have done ~ittle to help 
statisticians' efforts or ease the public's 
fears. 
Complicating some physicians' 
caseloads are the small numbers of 
patients with ima9inary cases of herpes or· 
people who fear they have herpes and 
must be reassured they have a more 
treatable condition. - ' · 
Critics . trace the cause of some such 
· cases to media reports that discuss the 
possible pain, psyc.hologicol trauma, and 
chronicity to gentiol herpes. Other 
au) horities soy media generally give 
resposible, accurate reports of the 
problem: 
Hei.ghtened awareness may be only one 
facto r in higher herpes statistics. Some 
investigators th ink the increa se in reported . 
cas~s hos occu red beca use you ng a d ults of 
the ba by-boom g e neration increase their 
risk of exposure by starting sexual activity 
earlier, having more partners, and 
marrying late r tha n previous generations. 
December 1982 
·; . ·. 
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·POLL SAYS MORE 
AMERICANS EXERCISE 
·······················~~············. ·················~···········--············· .. ·.····: 
MED-ICAL SOCIETY To · 
- - - -
START STUDE,NT ·CHAPTER 
-
A majority of people in the United 
States say they . "exercise strongly" 
everyday, according to a Washington 
Post.-ABC News public opinion poll. 
" "In the post 20 years the number of 
American adults who exercise regularly 
has continued to increase," said · C. 
Carson Conrad, executive director of the 
President's Council on Physical Fitness c:ind 
Sports. He also pointed out that there was 
a growing involvement cy women and 
elderly that had noLpeaked. 
The poll found that more men than 
women exercise regularly, but that women 
- particularly younger ones - may be . 
catching up. About _ six in 10 adult men 
indicated that they exercise daily, 
compared with 46% of women. 
The percentage of people exercising 
decreases with age, yet a surpising four of 
l 0 adults over 60 said they exercise daily, 
compared with two-thirds of those 18 to 
30. 
The poll took a sample of cidults 18 and 
over and asked whether they "exercise 
strongly for a total of 20 minutes or so a 
day." That type of exe.rcise was identified 
as" any activity that causes your breathing 
and heartbeat to increase ·rapidly and 
strongly," OS in oerobi~ sports. . 
Of the 1,505 people interviewed, 53% 
said. they exercise daily, while 46% said 
they do not, and 1 % had no- opinion. 
Another 28% said they exercise every few 
days, and only 21 % said they exercise· 
once a week o~ less. 
on the PMS-Mss· Governing Council. ln ·this ! 
way all Pennsylvania medical students-will ! 
be able to pool their ideas and work : 
together to: accomplish the'ir goals. : 
- At the present their are two committees : 
of the PMS-MSS; They ore the academic : 
and the financial aide committees. These : -
committees hov_e already had several : 
meetings this . year. Anyone who is ! 
interested in joining or in obtaining more : · 
information, send a note to JAH Box No. : 
· 238. We desperat~ly. need your support - ~ 
after all, who knows more about the:. 
int~rests a-nd problems of medical: 
students, than medical students: 
. themselves? 
The Philadelphia medical school: 
students have also been invited to a·ttend: 
meetings .. of the Philadelphia County! 
Medical Si:>ciety. They hove 40 different: 
SCHWEJKER LINKS CANCER 
committees 'on which they would :like! 
medical students ·. to serve. They ro,nge! 
from medical education, public health and: 
medical studies, medicine and relig.ion, ! 
professional relations · and · grievances,: 
- , 
TO ATOMIC TESTS 
medical legal and inner · city · health: 
Reprinted from AMN 
delivery, to name a few. More information: 
about this will be ·available in the near: 
The nation's top health official says that 
above-ground atomic bomb tests 
probdbly caused human cancers and that 
the g,ovemment "made some very bad 
mistakes~' in handling the tests in the 1950s 
a·nd '60s. 
ThJ comments by Richard S. Schweiker, 
secretary of the Health and Human 
Servictes Dept., were made in Salt lake 
City, i where the federal government is 
defending itself against assertions that 
bomb tests caused cancer in scores of 
peopl~. 
Sqhweike r , - who was in Utah 
campaigning for the re-election of Sen. 
Orrin Hatch (R, Utah), chairman of the 
Senate labor and Hum.an . Relations 
Committee, told a news conference: "My_· 
. . 
position is thafwhere there i~ smoke, there • _future. : 
is fire. I believe enough questions _ have - "•••••••••••• ... •e:·-~··~···•····i~········~··~···~····· ··~·-·····-'.9•••••••••••••••; .............. : 
~en ro~ed and enough ~bwn in ~e 
hearings to indicate that there is a great ~ QUALITY STUDENT ~ 
de.al of s1;1spicion and a great deal that is ~ - . · ~ 
probably true." . ~ H-OUSING ~ 
Conceding that his comments conflicted ,:.; ~ 
with the position of Justic~ Dept. Lawyers ~ · ~ 
who contend the tests caused no deaths or · 1 (Jef f~rSO'n Vicinity) -~ 
illnesses, the health official added: "We ~ , ~ 
all ha've different perspectives and ~ Eff"' · · · ' d. · ·b· d ,:.; 
' . ,:.; l,etency an . one- e room apartm.· ents ~ 
dif..ferent points of view. All I can do is . ~ ~ 
speak to the health and scientific part of , ~ ·available in clean, quiet, se~urity-operated ~ 
it." - ~ l 
He conduded that if fc;illout wer.e linked ~ hurl dings. ~ 
to the cases of cancer, the government · I ~ 
"would bear some responsibility for ~ • BROWNSTONE & HIGH RISE BLDGS. AVAILABLE ~ 
compensating the victims." I • VERY GOOD SECURITY ~ 
-~~~---,-,,,.,.~~~,..,,...,.,"f.""",,..,....,....,.,..............,..,,...,,,. __ ~.,,~~-. ~""""'~~~ EXCEPTIONALLY WELL-MAINTAINED BL"1GS. ' 
· ·····················-······· ~ • OWNER MANAGED I 
: . -11111 WHAT : i : ::):~::~~'::::PLEASE! i 
: . BAI Ill SERVICES : ~ . LAUNDRY FACILITIES i 
.• 'DI IEED ••. ~ . HBO TV ~ 
• • ~ • BUILT IN BOOKCASE. ~ 
• . Fidelity has them. , e I • MASTERCHARGE, VISA A(:C~PTED I 
: ~ . • I . VERY QUIET ~ 
• : l . FURNISHED UNITS AVAILABLE I 
•• ,, • ~ Ch II ~ ,:.; . ance or ~ 
: c" : I Apartments I : : 1 · · . 206 Soulh .13th Strr.I I 
e } ~ : 1. · · -"We lOOk .fOJ.ward to 'your call." I 
: I . \ • ,.. .................................................................................................................................... , ... ~ 
• @ :1 I 
: f::!i~ . :i iJ(p Students: I 
• ~ ~ , ~ They say I now have one of the largest, ~ ,.iti'llillil~lllv ~ ~ ~ youngest and · most _ talented hair or- ~ ! _ll,. . ·. ~:· ,. ganizations on the east coast. Call now ! . 
YOU'RE JUST AR.OUND THE 
CORNE~ FROM THE. MOST · 
FA,SHIONABLE· UNIFORMS IN . 
PHILADELPHIA ' . 
VISA & Masterchar)e ae~epted. · 
~ lJ. for your appointment.' Bring this ad ~ 
~ na with you for a $3 discount. ~ 
i I.I. ct i I .~ Ha" I l · rr Salons , , · 1 
I · Newtown Square .... ; . • . . . . 359~11 77 · 1 ~ Wayne ..... . , ..... , . , .... ~ 293-9333 .· -~ 
,:.; , . Br!.[n Mawr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 527-2887 ~ 
~ Lav.irence Park ...... .. . , . . . 359-1020 . - ~~ 
,:.; Haver!own ..... .... ' . . . ·. . . . · 789-6400 
~ Ardmore .......... . , . . . . . ·649-4964 ~ 
~ Clifton/Springfield . ..... .. •.. ' 284-4247 ,, ~· 
~ Walnut at Tenth,.Phila . , . : . . . 62Hr~23 ·. . . , . ~ 
· , ~ · . 46 S. 17th St. (TALENT) . . . . . 665-8787 · Lawrence Nelson,, .President · ~ flth•5ansomSts.,Philade~hla,PA.19107 · (215)9ll-24JI ,· , ~ · .. _  1_704_WalnutS_t.(TALENT) . . . 735-2325 . . , PrimarilyCuts&. Color, lnc. . · : · ~ 
Open tlaily •Sat. 9-6; wed.'""'.~· ~ ·~ 
............... ~ ...................................... --,~··· ~,...,,~\lt ... ~;.l~''''''''''''''"''''''''''''.., . 
• • '1 
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I, ARIEL Vi8ws I 
:e • We're happy to be · back in operation as the student • . ' 
newspaper of Thomas Jefferson University. We hope that you • 
• will take advantage of this forum to communicate with the • · 
• . students. faculty and administration of this ·university. The · · 
• success · of the Ariel is dependent upon input from members of • 








· Medkcll school for most students is the 
four years which come between college 
and the M.D. degree. The education is not 
something which is enjoyed. Rather, it is a 
demanding constraining system of ideas 
which must ·be memorized in order to p_ass. 
. 
• 
• . ·and the Medical College. I'm anxious to . receive ·more articles •• 
. • from the 'Allied .HeaJth a~d Graduate Schools. · 
. • . The goal of this newspaper is to raise questions and promote • 
• discussion about various issues that offed Jefferson. To meet this • 
• goal, I plan to expand the editorial services of the newspaper. • 
.: . · lrt point of fad, though, most Americans 
grow up in educational ~ystems which_ they 
come to dislike and try to avoid as much as 
possible. There are no' normal kids who 
enj9y going to school or doing homework . .. 
• We are going to prevent various viewpoints on topics that are of • 
• importance to Jefferson students. In this edition, for example, . • 
• there are two essays dealing with · curricular eventS. In future • . 
• publications, I'd like to present scholarly explorations of topics _. 
• 
such as student admissions intervie_wing, honor code, and .. 
nuclear disarmament. 
• We intend to increase the amount of-investigative reporting • 
• · that appears' in The Ariel. The editorial board and staff (that's • 
• you!) will diligently follow up on articles that raise important · • 
• questions. It might be interesting, for example, to investigate • 
• Jefferson's preparedness for incorporating computers into • 
• educational activities. With an eager and enthusiastic staff we · • 
• can increase the amount of inquiry that goes on outside of the · • 
• classroom. • 
• · A well run newspaper can improve the quality of student life • 
• at Jefferson. We can keep you informed of upcoming social and • 
entertainment events. We can even provide you with the latest • 
•
• results of the volleyball teams. However, as readers you must tell • 












• letters to the editor, supplying us with an article pertaining to 
• your activity, or personally ~ontacting a member of the • / 
• 'editorial staff. As editor of the Ariel, I promise t9 listen to your • 
• comments and concerns. In this way, the Ariel can better • 
• respond to the needs and gueries of its readers • 
• . , ____ ... _ . .. - . . , . Ga ry Eric F i ~hbei n , • 
1··~······················~ F·ASCINATION with-TV 
by David apd D~na Rabin 
Reprintecffrom AMN physician and teacher, · Francis W. 
Peabody, MD. The scion of an old 
At tirst glance, he hardly instilis Massachusetts family, Dr .. Peabody was 
confidence in his patient. He is loud, he is graduated from Harvard Medical School. 
brash, he is usually unshaven, and . He then went on to b_ecome p"r6t~ssor of 
invariably his dress leaves something to be · medicine and head of the Harvard Clinic · : 
desired. He is sanctimonious and at Boston City Hospital atthe age of 30. He : 
selfrighteous. Furthermore~ he drinks ,was described as having" .. . a rare 
heavily; in fact, he has set up a permenent ·blending of learning and humanity, 
still in his tent. AH in all, the picture . is incisiveness of itellect and sensitiveness of 
the spirit...," which are the traits required 
hardly reassuring for the wounded soldier of a great physician. No one will argue · 
who becomes his patient. The contrast that Hawkeye is a supremely skillful! 
between Hawkeye Pierce, 'MD, · and surgeon; however, like Dr. Pea.body, our 
Marcus Welby, MD - televi.sion's 'admiration and confidence derive from 
quintessential Yhysician - could not be . qualities of heart and mind not directly 
more pronounced . Dr. Welby was quiet, associated with professional 
wise, reassuring, and very prop.er. why is it achievements.. · : 
then that this Korean War draftee insp.ires Hawkeye treats each one of his pat~ents 
such love and respect from his. colleagues with almost fierce personal core .· and . ··.i 
in the _Mobile Army Surgical Hospital compassion. tie talks to his patient, • 
(MASti) un,i, fr<?m his patients, and fr:om explains the problem, and is eminently 
an avid audience ,'.of millions of Amer~ca~~ approochoble.:Furthermore, he relate~ tQ . 
.from widely divergent social on~ economic patient, colleague, nurse~ and friend ' : 
backgrounds? . . . · identically: tolerant to a wide range of 
First, we shguld examine some of the human behavior and never condescend- : 
more obvious, lovable traits in Dr. Pierce, ing. Every patient is . convinced that : 
played by Alan Alda. To his femaie · Hawkeye genuinely ha s his welfare at 
audience, he offers a toll, dork, heart. As Or. Peabody wrote, ''the 
handsome, and appealing character. This treatment of a disease may be entirely 
is reinforced by Alan Alda~s constant impersonal; the care of a patient ,must be 
support of various women's issues, · completely personal." 
including the equal rights movement. Dr. Peabody cautioned physicians that 
Hawkeye, though, is equally popular with hospitalization leads to dehumanization 
men. Both sexes respond readily to his of the patient. It would be so easy for 
ca'ndid, almost fearless behavior within physicians to bec'ome indifferen! · or 
the usually hierarchical setting of a careless in the chaotic environment of so-
military camp. · called "meatball ·surgery," but Hawkeye is 
DO WE THEN identify with him beca'use consistently devoted and always 
he is anti-establishment, James Dean in . available. He is never neutral cind never 
surgical garb, a prototype of the modern dispassionate. Despite the stressful 
anti-hero? Probably not. ·unlike Holden frenetic atmosphere of the front-line 
Ca u Ifie Id- of Catcher in the MASH during the peak of the Korean War,. 
Rye,MacMurphy of One Flew Over the Hawkeye is able to maintain a sensitivity to 
Cuckoo's Nest, or Yossarian of Catch-22, . each indivitual. · Most importantly, his 
Hawkeye h'as nothing to · lose from his professional standards are never 
rebellious attit~de . After all, a discharge compromised. 
and return to the United States would Howkeye's bedside manner hardly 
constitute release rather than punishment. follows the protocol suggested for Harley 
.So, he is loved in spite of the fact that we Street London, or Park Avenue, New York. 












Performing activities which seem 
irrelevant to life is nQt a pleasant ritual for 
students of any age. 
College may be a little different. Some 
find topics to study which pt"Ovide thrills . 
and enjoyment. Seemingly, medical school 
should also be . an exciting and 
enthusiastically undertaken task . 
Everyone in medical school .is studying 
topics which are relevant to their life. No 
one could get admitted without some 
appreciation of the art and science of 
medicine. Yet medical students are 
observably not enthusiastic with their 
work. Rather education regresses to the . ':7'-'- A 
unenjoyed task which elementary _ and We need a change 
junior high school were. Guilt, fear of by Patrick Romano 
failure and the desire to rise above The foll semester is now well underway 
nameless mediocrity keep students and 16,0QO freshman medical students 
grinding. • have ·begun the arduous study of 
. More importantly, the educational anatomy, biochemistry, physiology, and 
atmosphere influences the psychological the other basic sciences . This time-honored 
health and growth of medical students. educational process hos remained 
Ultimately, the way in which a doctor basically unchanged since soon after 
treats his patients depends upon his 191 O, when Abraham Flexner publ ished 
o utlook on medicin-e. The qbility to treat his famous report which revolutionized 
people compassionately depends upon American medical education. 
the development of th is trait before a Yet the same approach that turned 
physician actually faces his first patients. medicine form a craft into a profession 70 
Furthermore, the enthusia sm to keep up to yea rs ago may no longer be approp riate 
date with modern discoveries requires a today. Our problem now· is not a lack of 
positive outlook on education. · adequately tra ined physicians but a 
As a member· of the SCCC ·(Student surplus of overtrained special ists. A recent 
Council Curriculum Committee) for the last study of medical practice conducted by the 
year, I hove had some opportunity to hear _ University of Southern California 
what my classmates think of their • . confirmed that specialists spend much of 
<education. The committee, which is almost • their time treating ailments that properly 
entirely student run and governed, lie within the realm of primary core; · 
distrib1Jtes questionnaires to .students at : arthritis, diab~es, -benign hypertens\on, 
the end of each · block of classes. : . uncomplicated pneumonia. The 
Traditionally, the questions have predictable consequences of this 
concentrated on the teaching ability of our ohenomenon include cost escalation, 
faculty.' More specifically, students rate fragmentation of core, weakening of the 
the faculty on whether or not lectures or physician-patient relationship, and 
interesting to listen .to, organized, over:concentration of physicians near 
motivating, well paced, and _ comparable urban medical centers. 
in quality with other-professors. After this Memorizing thousands of triviof details 
· first computerized se(tion, the about anatomy and pharmacology may 
questionnaire . assumes an . oper ended hove · been appropriate when physicians 
format in which students comment on and • were expected to know every surgical 
,explain their rankings. ! procedure and every prescription drug, 
About one-half of the q_uestionnoires i but such times are long past. The 
~re returned to the committee - 'not bad .! pgsibilities for diagnosis and_ treatment 
consi'dering that 'maoy' st~d~nts do not : have multiplied so extensively that no 
attend classes, and so c:;annot rate lectures. ! practitioner could ever have more than c 
... Unfortunately though the student body · : fragmentary knowledge of medical 
: never.; gets :ony feedback on the results. : science. Hence medical training should 
The SCCC fears that publishing the data ·: prima-rily teach students the process for 
would be harmful- to their relationships · : · solving clinical probiems and obtaining 
with the faculty. Because students do not : needed information. 
,. cont'd on page 5 i 1 cont'd on page 5 ""~ 
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The answer can only be that Dr. · perception of him . as ·· a warm, 
Hawkeye Pierce is · admired because he co.mpossionate human being . Millions of 
displays so many of the old-fashioned, viewers love and trust Hawkeye because, : 
.pristine ; quQlities ·we exped from the · like Dr. Peabody., .. b~ .b..eJ if!y~s. tl:J.a,t . )p~ . .. ~ . .. 
c;n;plet~ ' "physi°clo n. · Indeed,· he . h~·s secret of the h:1re ' ,(,.( ,'t~e:patie~nf5*-is~, f1{-· - :~,_. .. 
' cha r6cte risticsthat remindus oflheBodon ' ca~ng · for i~epatie~i~ ·.· ·.• · .·.· · · •. ·.· · ! '· ~- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
~ . : 
r , 
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LETTERS c~nt'd t~m 'page 4 medicalstudetits. A satisfied student body adequacies/iniustices ~f testing ore all upgrades tt\e quality ofeducaiton and the . areas with which the .~CCC hos • CHANGES cont'd from page 4 
see any of the results of the surV'ey, many ·percentage of incoming freshman who occq_sionally questioned during the last : 
fail to take their evaluations seriously.- accept a jefferson offer of admi5sions over year. tfopefully, many of these important . : lectures may have been the optimal 
Disillusionment sets in by sophomore year. rival schoob. issues can be acted upon. Upperclassmen : means of transferring information ba(k 
The percent of returns has fallen lost year, the SCCC experimented 'with should also be questioned on whether : when books · were scarce, but now on 
significantly. Hopefully, this article will a few new ideas, interspersed in the their first two years of classroom study are : incredible range of independent leornifig 
reveal the importance of SCCC surveys. · . traditional , questionnaire. One . major of practical relavence. These results will : aids - (ledures, videotapes, photocopies, 
The survey results are sent to the discovery . was that the student body certainly help to identify areas which wert ! mannequins) ore . available to students .. 
individual professors, . their department strongly objected to p~"oposed overstressed and · which need more . i: T~e.'spe~ial insight that professors -posse$;: 
chairmen and the course coordinator. , rescheduling of courses duriog .the .. co~erage. Of course, the content of j1:1ni~r . : tomes not from their ability to recite· fad,$: 
little other than congratulations · ore sophomore year. Apparently, students and senior years also needs evaluation. . ! from th.9ir P~?blem solving skill~ honed bf· 
passed on . to professors with good or feel that the courses themselves, rather the Among SCCC members, there are ofter · : Yf!ars of ex,perience. The poor attendan4i 
averages rcmkings. Professors who· were order in which they are taught, need ' disagfl'emerits over ~hich prioritie~should ·." ·: at most medicot school lectures and ttfe ' 
poorly evaluated are contacting for 0 rap improvement. · · be plac,ed foremost. What is agreed is that ! 'development <of . n~te taki~g se..Vic~s 
session with the SCCC. Some professors Presently, the c~mmittee . i~ · making · we hove a responsibility to determine why :· grophicalty. demonstrate how fittle th~t' 
oreabletousethecriticismconstructively. arrangements to expand the studen! ;.morale is so negative. All pupils ! students bene.fi't from the'·a'rc~oicJectur; 
Others, however, do not improve because questionnaires into the clinical Ju.ni~r and owe it -to themselves to take an active-role · : · format. Repr:inted from fhe New.Physicia.n , 
being o good teacher requires more effort , . Senior retotions. Other new ideas pre.also · in. · determining h~w our educational . t"''''''''''''''~'~~ 
then they feeJ it deserves .- ·· . being considered for expa(lding 'h,e SCCC process ,. could be improved. The SCCC ~ · . ·• . . . · · ·· ·· ,. • .. .. 
To me, it seems obvious, that the. scope of and improving its effectiven~~s. The De"CJ~s would . ,- ~reatly appreciate letters . from . ~· IVled I ~a I . ~tud e !'t 0 ~eCtlQ,'\" 
the SCCC must he expanded; Poor quality· : . . office hos been ·pushing for · ~~re anyone .. mter_ested ~n how ~e can help · ~ by Richard SpiegeL>~ ,,.." 
teaching is on important area to identify. · involvemel'lt. of the department .choirmen · assuage _ the discontentment with the ~ .L -~.~ 
Yet, there is little which students con do in making up and interpreting · re-suits. existing .. ~educaitonal system. This should ~ Th~ new M.edicol Student Section of the 
<;I.bout a tenured professor who considers Maybe this would make the fac~lty . take certain I~ be a major priority for each ~f us. ~ Pennsylv(J~ia 'Medical' s~~iety held it fifst 
lecturing a disruption of his research time. the SCCC in 0 more serious light. . . . . ~ . meeting at the Bellevue Stratford Hotel on 
On the other hand, both the Deon and · Others have suggested (1) publishing By Steve Greenspan _j October the twen·first. .The Academic 
p·resident of Jefferson hov_e expressed the survey results, (2) allowing faculty ~..._,...._~,,.,..,..._~,,~...,.,,,..._,,...,.,,'Y. Commift~e was among ~everal that w~.i~ 
activeinte'restintheworkingsoftheSCCC. mernberstopublishawrittenresponseto !. j · Human Insulin _ · ' for.med. · , 
It seems that the Medical College is the student evaluations (3) holding ·an ~ · ~ One. student represented each of 
receptive to changes. Students of occasional open meeting with the student ~ Eli lilly and Company has advised 
d. · k ~ h Pennsylvania.'.s eight me~ical schools. We me 1c1ne must ta_~ an .active role i.n this body (4) evalu:oting areas other .than ~ p ysicians that the U.S. Food and Drug 
process. The odmin1strahon has nothing to teaching competency. The content of ~ Administration has granted marketing discovered that some Sf hools provide more 
lose by satisfying the concerns of the lectures, the lecture ' format itself, the · ~ approval for the compo.ny's human insulin . in certain nonscientific areas such os 
Printing ·FOR THI JOI You •uD£o Ym11oay· 
Blue on Monday 
Put A Little Red on Tuesday 
Color In Your Green on Wednesday 
_Printing . . .. FREE Brown on Thursday Black Everyday 
·····························~·························· 
: 20% Discount to Jefferson Students : 
: and Personnel on all _ ~ 
: hlsonGHzed Xmas Carel Orders i 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • UNTtl 00'/. ·10 • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
w 
918 Walnut' St. 925-5858 
Mon. - Fri. 8:30 to 5:30 
bJ w 
,; •I 
of recombinant DNA origin . Hum~in®, _ career ad~~ng and nonclinkal '~ecti~~ 
trade name ·for the new insulin, · is the first Thus, we are considering Circulating a 
commercially produced product fo r questionnaire to help to identify the · 
human ·health care · resulting from relative strengths and ne,eds at each 
reco~binant DNA technology. lilly plans a schoo. We are now working on two more 
phased . introduction of the product immediate projects. The first is to make 
beginning later this year. 
available a list of the speakers and 
Humulin is a highly purified insulin programs scheduled at the right medical product that is chemically and stru.cturolly 
d schools. The second concerns gathering i enticol to insulin produced by the human 
body. The product is being manufactured and distributing · information on the 
in Indianapolis and at Liverpool, England. possibilities for taking fourth year clinical 
lilly announced on September 17, 1982, - electives at- other schools. These two 
that health officials in the United Kingdom projects were discussed at our second 
had granted marketing approval for the meeting · at Hahnemann on November 
product. . fourteenth. 
lilly has been involved with insulin J e ff e 1 · on needs two more 
manufacture and insulin research longer representatives 'to the academic 
than any other company in the world; sixty committee. Those medical students who 
years ago Lilly become the first to make are interested should call Richard Spiegel 
animal-source insulin commercially 
. available. Over the years, th'e company for further information. 
hos continually introdu~ed different forms 
of insulin to foster better diabetes therapy. ROLEX AWARDS 
P."j. MORIARTY'S' ..
The launching of the 1984 Awards was 
announced this past September 30 by the 
Geneva headquarters of Rolex. The 
Awards were created by Montres Rolex 
S.A., to provide financial assistance and 
r~cognitiori for projects that combine ~he 
creotivify of idealistic vision with practical 
application '" in the ·'following three 
categories: ., · . 
.111.6 Walnut Street 
. Ouality .Gour~et Burgers 
and 
m·eal size.: sa:la.ds • 
DRAFT .BEER 
Wide selection of 
domestic and imported beers 
open J ·l a.m .. ·to 2 a.m. 
' . ... "' ... 
• i • • t 4 t i 4 • I t • ~ t • t t t 1 't: • "f J -\ \ 
• ' f I • • ' t ' 
· · Applied Science and Invention 
ExpforotiOn and Oiscovery 
The 'Environment · · · ' ' 
The Awards were initiated with the 
'belief.that e~en in these complex times, an 
enterprising, determined individual con, 
with encouragement and assistance, amke . 
a tangible difference in our quality o! life. 
'For the · third time, five Laureates will .be 
chosen by ·an International Selecti.on 
Committee and will- in l984 - each receive 
50,000 ·Swiss frdnc5 ,and ' a ': gold 
chronometer. These and.other noteworthy 
proj~cts submitte will be published in !~~ 
1984 edition of "SPIRIT Of ENTERPRISE · 
·Each new edition is moiled to ::oU major 
'print'- an"d broadcast media in: ordehr to 
. make these projects and their out ors 
~ore widely known and accessible to the . 
sci entifi c ~ nd editorial communities. · · 
Information concerning the , Rolex 
Awa rds can be obtained by contacting: 
Richard uavis 
1028 Pine Street 
t''"'""'"''"''"'"''"'''l ~ Compliments I 
~ Y. of ~ 
·1 GEORGE ~ i ·· LUBECK i 
I C.L.U. - ~ · I INSURANCE ~ 
·~ ' 564-0550 ifi ,, ...... ,,,,,, ...... ~ ~~,..;;:. 
--- - _.....:. ____ ::.... __ ________ , 
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by ?ue Sajer 
The Saint George Cancer Society offers 
unique opportunities to both medical and 
graduate st!Jdents. The society, consisting 
of students from all of the Philadelphia 
. schools of medicine and allied sciences, 
prese~ts a series of lectures during the 
school year. The first two lectures discussed 
(1) _ovarian cancer, and (2) the -family 
physicians's role in the detection, 
diagnosis, and treatment of cancer. Future 
"Showing .on Jan 7,8.9 at 8 p.m. 
in Solis - Cohen Auditorium" 
meetings will include ci joint lecture with 
the St. George Dental Cancer Society, 
"Pediatric Oncology" on January , 25, 
"Cancer of the ·uro-gential Tract" on 
February 16, and "Differentiation of 
Malignant and Benign Tumors" on March 
22. lectures are open to all and are held 
at the Phildelphia College of Physcians, 19 
S. 22n.d St. from 8- 10 P.M. 
In addition · to the lecture series, some 
students participate in summer 
fellowships. Fellowships are applied to 
research or clincal positions in fields such 
as Medical Oncology, Surgery, Obstetric-
Gynecologic Oncology, Radiation Therapy 
or Pathology . in one of Philadelphia's _ 
hospitals. · 
Dr. Stephen Weiss will be replacing Dr. 
Carla Goepp as the Society's Faculty 
coordinator at Jefferson. Both the students 
of Jefferson and the Society wish to thank 
Dr. Goepp, for her interest, commitment 
and support. 
_ For more information, come to the 
January 25 meeting or contact Susan Sajer 
(592-9175). 
Bursting with Holiday Gear! I I 
! 
902 Chestnut St. 
The Body • In 
Joe Dankoff 
Closs of 1985 
After o long week of studying, who in 
the world would want to watch a TV show 
abo~t medical science?. NO'rmally, I wo~ld 
say, "N~t I". However, "The Body in 
Question" (Friday, 9:00 PM, channel 12), 
with host Jonathan Miller, is different. The 
show make~ learning about medicine 
painless and eve~ en joyable. 
The episode (the series is 12 parts, I 
believe) seen on 11/5/82 was entitled 
"Breathless". It studied the history and 
current . concepts on the subject of 
repiration. Miller began the show with a 
history of events leading to the 
understanding· of just what it is we take 
from the air to live, and what it does in the 
body. Acosta ~oted that when traveling 
high in the Andes Mountains, he 
experi e nced "weird sensations" 
associated with breathlessness. Torricelli · 
proved that air actually had weight, and 
later Pascal -showed that as you increase 
altitude, the prE;!SSure 6f air decreased. 
This fits with the observations of Acosts: 
namely, .that the re was no increase of 
" poison" in the ai r at higher altitudes, but 
a la ck of something essentia l. But what 
was this esse ntial ite m, and what did it do? 
The dogma of the ages was finally 
challenged by the end of the 16th century. 
A new age of science had downed; now, 
the c:ibility to prove a theory received 
priority. The Royal Society of London (with 
such distinquished members as Sir 
Christopher Wren, Robert Boyle, Isaac 
Newton, and Robert Hooke) demonstrated ' 
in 667 (in their version of freshman dog 
lab) that as long as a dog is artificially 
respirated, its chest can be opened ond it-
will survive. Stop the respiration, and the 
blood leaving the heart becomes bluish. 
Also, blood in a gloss tube will form a clot. 
Expose only one end of the tube to air, and 
only that end of the clot will be red. Thus, 
combined with the fact that Leonardo do 
Vinci had proven much earl ier that air 
could not be forced from the atmosphere 
into the heart, the furnace analogy had to 
be changed. Now, it was held that the 
thing needed to keep us olive must be 
picked up in the lungs, and. that the heart 
simply propels the blood along like a 
pump. But was this "thing" the same 
element that kept a flame alive? Mayo~put 
a mouse and a candle in a watersealed 
container and showed that they both 
expire faster thon if either was put in 
alone. However, it would toke another 
hundred years before .Lavoisier wo.uld 
successfully attack the phlogiston theory in 
describing respiration vs . combustion, and . 
also before oxygen was su~cessfully isolted 
as . the element· ..... necessary for these 
processes to occur. 
It is always easier to explain on 
unknown phenomenon in terms of 
something that is easily understood. The 
Greeks believed that the heart was like a 
furnace: the incoming "bad blood" (that 
was made in the liver) got fresh air from 
the lungs (like a bellows), obtained 
combustibles from food, and the smoky 
waste departed in the expired breath. This 
theory · e~plained the body's natural 
warmth, the constant need for respiration, 
and the between the incoming and 
outgo ing blood from ·the heart. This 
t heo ry ,re inforced / b y , the me di co " 
philosopher Gol en, stood basically intact 
for many years. .-
The show moved on to a bit of 
respiratory pathology, . including simple 
explanations of e m ph.y~ e ":1a and 
asthma . One neat little trivia item was 
discussed. Fat peop le had always been 
known to be sleepy by nature, but the 
sleepi'oess of the fat boy in the Pickwick. 
Papers was what .led to naming the 
. syndrome of somolence, hypov~ntil~ti~n, 
d . extreme obesity-- the P1ckw1ckian an . 
syndrome. (Attention class of 1986: you 
will see ~his one again.) -
A demonstration of respiratory control 
center action followep . The host, now 
wearing nose plugs, breathed into a 
· spirometer without any fresh air being 
introduced to tbe system. His b reathing 
cont'd on page 7 
Distribution 
Re-printed from AMN 
The distribution of doctors in New York ~ ............ ..-:. ~ ..... ~ ....................... __ . -----···: ................................ ~. ~ .......... ~ ................. " .............................. ,", .................. , ...... ~ .............................. ~, 
.. T Cify is a classic case of feast or famine. In 
· ~ - . · i . plush , upper-income neighborhoods, 
~ patients have a " feast" of physic ia n 
THE PROVlDENT 
OFFERS PER.SONALIZED 
SERVICES FOR THE_ 
MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL 
6THE PROV_ IDENT® ~ ;i' PROVIDENT NATIONAL BANK 
MEMBER FDIC 
~ . special ists to choose from . But in ghetto o r 
~ slum a rea s, the doctor-to-patient ratio is 
~ dangerously high. In fo ct, a lthough ~ ·federal guidelines suggest a doctor-to-~ patient ratio of 1 :to-3, l 00 , the ratio is 1-
. i • to-9, 111 in the South Bronx and l-to-7, 179 
~ in Central Harlem. 
~ . . This problem is not a recent 
~ development. Since 1971, six state 
~ . programs· designed to ease , the ~ . maldistribution have failed. A recent study 
~ by the legislative Commission on 
-~ Expenditure Review found that students in 
~ ooe of the state programs,_ the Regents 
· ~ Physician Shortage Scholarship Program, 
_ ~ would rather -r~pay scholarship subsidies 
~ with interest rather · than fulfill a ! contractual obligation to work in medically i . deprived areas . 
. 
l - Thedpro~ram dprovides direct subsidy for 
,:.; a stu ent s me iCal education with the 
~. stipulation that the student will work nine 
~ months in an impoverished area of the city ~ for each year of scholarship. 
~ The New York legislature is taking strict 
~ measure to punish the almost 40 pe.rcent of 
~ stude~ts currently avoiding medical · 
~ . service in underprivileged areas. Effective 
~ · this year, su~h students will have to repay 
r.: double the amount of their subsidy, in ~ addition to interest. 
~ -Since 1971, the Physic:zian Shortage i Program has paid more than $4 million in I subsidies to 538 students, an average of 
,:,: more than 9,000 per student. 
· -1~~~~~~~~~ 
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cont'd from p. 6 
soon become ··rapid . and deeper, thus 
demonstrating the central C0 2 control. 
However, if a .potash filter is attached; the 
C02 will be moved and the 0 2 deficit will 
not be strong enough to stimulate the 
necessary increased respiration, and more 
importantly will not sighc:il that there is any 
problem. By attempts to write the 
alphabet on a sheet of paper, the host 
demonstrated a marked lock of muscle 
and mental control, and he nearly passed 
out. The dangers of hyperventilation (such 
as before attempting to swim an entire 
length of a swimming pool under water) 
were thus demonstrated. The host said 
that he didn't feel very different and 
didn'~ realized how horribly he was 
butchering the alphabet. 
Miller's well-schooled British accent 
increased the understanding and 
believability of the show, much in the same 
manner as Alistair Cooke. The use of 
outdoor locations, visual models and 
displays, and his general knowledge of 
history made the show quite enjoyable. Of 
course, os health profession students, we · 
hove received much more information on 
respiratory physiology and pathology 
than he presented to the general public. 
Yes, it was relatively simple; but at the 
same time, it was never condescending 
and at no point in the show was I bored. To 
put it bluntly, I wouldn't bag this show -
· because I figured I would learn more by 
just reading the notes . I highly recommend 
watching -it. _ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-· . . 
• • e -· .December 1982 e 
• •• 
_ e December 1 e 
· • · Club. Commons Brown Bag Series, Dr. Donald Morse, "Stress for • 
· e Success", 12-1p.m., Eakins Lounge e 
• December 5 • 
•. Club Commons Classical Series, Academy of Vocal Ms, three of •. 
Philadelphia's finest vocalists with the Thomas Jefferson 
• University Chamber Singers, 2p.m., Cafeteria center • 
: • December 8 - • 
·• .  Club Commons Brown Bag Series, Kevin Roth, "Kevin Roth in • 
• 
concert", dulcimer and piano, 12-1p.m., Eakins Lounge 
• • e December 10, 11, 8t 12 e 
e Commons Film Series, "Three Stooges go round the World in a e 
• . Daze", 8p.m .. Solis Cohen Auditorium e 
• December 17 e 
• Thomas Jefferson University Choir Concert, 8p.m .. McClellan • 
• Hall, Commons Holiday T.G. party follows, music by Whale, • 
. • 10p.m.-2a.m., Cafeteria, JAH. • 
: All of the above events with the exception of the choir concert •• 
• will be held in Jefferson Alumni Hall. • 
e December 16 · . e 
• Commons/Stouffers specialty luncheon, cafeteria, J.A.H., • 
• 11 :30a .m. - 1 :OOp.m. • 
• January 1983 • 
. ·• e January 7, 8, 8c 9 . e 
• - c6mmons Film Series, "Chinatown", 8p.m.. Solis Cohen Aud. e 
•• •  . January 14 ,  
• Suitcase Party T.G., Island music, 9p.ni .. cafeteria • 
e · January 14, 15, 8c 1·6 e 
• Commons Film Series. "The Producers", 8p.m., Solis • 
Cohen Auditorium • 
• • 
• • 
• • . . . -• 
···················-········ 
AIR FORCE NURSING. 
A great woy of life. 
A lot ·of hard work is required before you're 
accepted as an Air Force nurse. You must com-
plete nursing school and boards and q'ualify. 
Then yo.u r future as -an_ Air Force off icer and 
nurse beg ins with presentat ion of the ins ign ia 
of your new rank, It 's a bright and fulfilling 
future. You'll wor~ with the Air Force health 
care team and be responsible for direct _patient 
care. 
If you qualify and wish to compete, you may 
specialize in a number of areas. If you want to 
pursue higher e.ducational goals, the/ Air Force 
offers many opportunities. 
Air Force nursing. Unlimited opportunity and 
excellent health care. An Air Force nurse re-
. cruiter has details. 
AIR FORCE NURSING. A GREAT WAY OF 
LIFE. 
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'BETA · AllD VHS. 
WE HAVE THE 
LATEST RELEASES 
FOR RENT OR 
PURCHASE. 
RENT ANY MOVIE 
~ .~ FOR $3.00 VICTOR/VICTORIA OVERNIGHT. 
SPECIALS 
TUES._;_ Two Movies Overnight for $3.00 (2 for 1) 
TlllRS.-Rent on Thurs., Return Mon. for $5(00 
SAT.-Rent on Sat. , Return Mon. for $3.00 
' THE THING • THE TIN 'DRUM • PIXOTE • FIRE FOX 
.THE LONG GOOD FRIDAY • STAR TREK II, THE WRATH 
Ot- KHAN • THE AMATl:UR 
Check our Low Prices on Gomes: ATARI & INTELIVISION 
141 SOUTH 13th ST. AT WALNUT • 625·076 
Mon -Fri l 0 00 AM-6 30 PM Sat 10 oc A -5 00. Pr\" 
t '-·. ". '.. " 
• • • .. • • • t- • • • .. • • • ... .... ~ • • • .. " 'I: 4 
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Special Introductory Offe r .. _· 
The next issue of the Ariel wiU. feature .-
the return of the Arie l's Cla ssified section. 
To herald this landmark debut, the first 
twenty-five words o re fee ! (Did he say, 
"fre e?"). Each a d d itiona l word will be 
cha rg ed at the l)O rinal rote of 15¢. Order 
fo rms will shortly be a vailab le at the 
mailroom in J .A.H. or at the information 
d esk in TJU Hos pita l. 
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CURRICULUM CHANGES . EFFECTIVE 1983 TO 1984 
. pointed out t~t another important Curriculum , Committee continues to mkrobiological basis of .disea.se. 
fun~tion of the Curriculu'!' Committee is to welcome students' comments in its quest to There is always the possibility thot the 
cont'd from page 1 
administering examinations. At the monitor the quality of the educational . upgrade the education offered . at finest goals won't quite reach fruition. 
present time there is a Subcommi~ee on experience during the "mini-clerkship", , Jefferson. · Fear of change by students and f.aculty 
Examinations, headed by Dr. Richard which represents the students' first · What are the anti_cipated advantages alike may resultfo a lack of commitment to 
Boker, which · is considering possible opportunity to learn medicine with actual of .the new Soph9mor., · cUTriculum? .In . successfUlly implement the - pTOposed 
changes in the exam format. Dr. Koualka patients. · addition to the obvious .advantage of -- . changes. · .However, Dr. Gonnella has· 
is Chairman of the Subcommittee on the There will be about 10 (ree days having better correlated courses and a expressed asiurance that the faculty is 
Placement of Anatomy, which is exploring between the end of formal instruction and coherent 1mmunology course, more · ready and wilJing to work together toward 
the feasibility of m~ving Gross Anatomy to the beginning of the two-day National · reading time hos been ~orked into the the achievement of the goat of on 
the first teaching block of the Freshman Board Examination Part t Dr. Gonnella schedule, especially before examinations. · integrated Sophomore curriculum and a 
year. emphasized that this represents no The revised curriculum for the Sophomore well designed course in Immunology. The 
On Febru;ry 18, 1982 · the Fac':'lty departure from the present policy. year will decrease the number of days Faculty Curr.iculum Committee has 
Curriculum Committee · approved the Student reaction to the cirrculum containing more than :4 hours of lecture, considered changes for th~ Freshman 
following changes in the ~ophomore ch_.anges was essentially negative, which is officially against Faculty : year. Proposals to group Anatomy and 
curriculum, by a vote of 8 to 5 '. The first according to Dr. Alex Levin (JMC '82) who Curriculum Committee policy. Pathology Histology together in the first block of the 
block will consist of Pathology (presently a worked closely with the Cirriculum tan be taught at a less hectic pace, and . Freshman yea_r have been.rejected by the 
-10-week "crash course") which will run for Committee prior to his graduation . . On will be related w~rJt.®'21'm>riQ.te.JQJbe · FCC. · , · 
20 Weeks' U ntil around January 21St, and F b 15 h d b f th ~''''''-"-''"-"-"''-.._."-''°"'''W. ~'-'''''''-''-"-'-'-~ e~ry ,t~ ~ e~ e~~-
Microbiology, which will run for 16weeks, Committee 'approved the changes, the ,:; r -~ 
ending just before Christmas. Student Council Cirriculum Committee ~ ~ · ~ 
~:r~~~:~;1tor ~=th ~i~ro ~~d ;:~~; w~I~ ~~~;:;~,s\;~:~edo:~=i~~~i;e in~~;:; 0~ 11 .. ,,~~~1"~'-~~~z~~~~~~· -·. 1 ·. 
be devoted to an intergrated, measure to restructure the examination ~ ~ ~ 
interdepartme.ntal Immunology course. format . Among the reasons cited for the i ~ r..: ~=;~;~in;;: D:1~on~:I~;, A:~=~ D:~~ :~~:;:~;o~e:o;;':a:~7n ',:::. ·~:c~~;0~e:: 1 I ~ 
and Director of Academic Programs. that the workload during ·the first block ,;; ,:; ~ 
Medicine and Society, as well as would be overwhelming; belief that l ~ ~ 
Introduction to Clinical Medicine, will Sophomores should complete the Basic ~ ~ ~ 
remain unchanged, continuing from Fall Science courses earlier in the year, and ~ ~ ~ 
until the end of April. Pharmacology will fear that changes in the method of ~ ~ ~-
run fo r 14 weeks concurrently with ICM, conducti ng examinations would not ~ ~ ,:; pr~vi d in g ample opport uni ty for represent imrpovements. In defe rence to ~ ~ I 
correlation ·of these clinically re leva nt the strong influe nce of the SCCC, the ~ ~ ~ 
courses. student represe ntatives to the FCC voted ~ ~ ~ 
The Ba sic Science Core Curriculum_ will • a gainst the p ropos~ls, a nd the sections . ~ ~ ~ 
be completed at th e -en~ of April. In early pe rtaining to exa mina tions were ta bled ~ ~ ~ 
May the month-long "mini-clerkship", for furt-her inve~igation . ~ ~ ~ 
Introduction to Physical Diag nosis, will Doctors Gonnella, Brucker and Levin all ~ ~ ~ 
begin. This is a bedside course in. clinical indica ted that_ the stude nt voice was ~ i ~ 
medicine taught at Jefferson Hospital a nd . considered in all aspects of the ~ ~ ~ 
its a ffiliates ., Dr. Brucke r and Dr. Gonne lla Committee's decisions, and a dded that the ~ ~ ~ 
~"""'"""'"""'''''''""'''''''"'''''''''"'''''l ~ GONTEMPOAARY ART If ACTS i i 
I ~ 
,, 
' CONTEMPORARY ARTIFACTS 1982: A 
SHOW OF CRAFT ART opens tllis Sunday, 
Nov. 2 1, at the Museum of American 
Jewish History, Independence Mall East, 
55 N. 5th St. The second annual 
havdalah plates, . menora hs, jewelry, 
woven prayer · shawls, spice boxes, 
mezuzahs, sabbath candle holders and 
torah pointers are among the crafts pieces 
on display. Prices range from $35 to 
$10,000. 
invitational exhibition and sale of Judaic "The current renaissance in Judaic 
crafts ;ponsored by the Museum features crafts attests to the growing interest in 
works by more than 45 artists from reinterpreting and adopting traditional 
throughout the United States. objects and themes to speak more directly 
Highlighting the exhibition opening will _,to contemporary audiences," Beverly 
be an Artists Panel discussion from 2 - 4 Haas, exhibition coordinator, noted. 
p.m . . F_our of the artists whose works are on ."Today's crafts er~ tomorrow's ortifods -- • 
. display in CONTEMPORARY ARTIFACTS a,tangible legacy fo r future generations." 
198.2 .will discuss how they use their art .to CONTEMPORARY ARTIFACTS ,runs 
express Jewish themes. Panelists include . through Jan. 31, 1983 cind is open to the 
Lourie . Gross, weaver; Claire Kirpich, public du r-ing regular Museum hours: 
ceramist; Leon tugassy, metal sculptor, Sunday, , 10 a.m.-' - 4 p.m.; Mondays 
and Aviva Passow, calligrapher. Alice M. through Thursdays, 10 a.m. -5 p.m. During ·· 
. ·Greenwald, the Museum's director, will the months of November and December, 
serve cis moderator. the Museum will also be open on Fridoys, 
A celebration of the revival of the art of 11 a.m. ""~ 3 p.m. for the convenience of 
crafts in America today, CONTEMPORARY holiday shoppers. For further information, 
ARTIFACTS focuses especially on the call the Museum at (215) 923-3811 . 
current resurgence of interest in Judaic The Museum of American Jewis.h History 
croft expressions. More than 100 pieces in is the only cultural institution in the country 
calligraphy, ceramic, . enamet fabrie, dedicated to the preservation, exhibition 
,
1
glass, metal, paper and wood are and interpretation of Jewish participation 
included in the exhibition. in the growth an.d development of this 
Colorful wall tapestries, ceramic . nation. . . . · 
-···························· • •  '' ~erk tqe ~alls· 11 e 
•• • • 
• with • 
e ROBERT ANTHONY JEWELERS 9 
• • • 920 WALNUT STREET,. PHILADELPHIA. PA . 
• 627-2900 and 627-43B7 • 
• • 
• CHRISTMAS Lay-Aways for your convenience • 
• • 
I --E~~ I ~ ZERO ~~"TIE~ WILDER I 
~ Ploiluced 11W SION£Y GLAZIER • JlllNOO a.ASSY l'ICIUllES llE.-uASE ~ ~~ A SIDNEY GIAllER P.rocSuctlon • co-stamng DICK SKNNll GI L.S.O. • 'Mttlln cnl DRc9ld 11W MEL BROOKS ~~ ftClllr Im~=-.--= ........ _.--=-.. 
I I I "Showing on January 14, 15. 16 at 8 pm. in ~ I Solis - Choen Auditorium" ~ 
I ~ ~ .......... ~ ~ 
WHY PAY MORE 
Students Residents-- Physicians 
OPHTUALMOSCOPESETS-STETHOSCOPES 
. . 
BLOOD PRESSURE CUFFS - TUNING FORKS 
HAMMER - CALIPERS - LEATHER BAGS 
A re offered t"o everyone at the Jefferson Community · 
at Special Group Prices 
CHECK .. OUR PRICES 
BEFORE YOU BUY!!! 
e Watches - Sieko, Pulsar e - Doi bey/ Jefferson Bookstore 
Rqom 105 • • e Fashion Trends in Beads and Pearls e 
• • e All 14 Karat Gold Jewelry e 
• OU~ ~AMOUS PRICES AWA1J.'iiJLJ.' :://."."~·/~·/: I • 
• , · CHINA, .SILVER, CRYSTAL FIGl.JRINES · · · , , , .• 
*OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 23RD 
• ; • • ! ~1 ~ • ,, ) t ' • t ' • t 
.... . .. .. ' · ... . lo • ~ : ' ... f' - • 
~··,•········ ········~····· ... 
' . 
:_: ... ' 
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o . · . , · . - .' . Photq by Ben Alman 
rs. Frnk, Starzl, and Maddrey drscussrng hver transplants. · 
- . ... -
.:.:.. ~ . · ·· ~ - ..... . __ :;_: _ _ ~--- - ...! .. .-..... .. . 
.. STARZL LIVER -.ecrURE 
cont'd from page 1 
research ; in the field of liver 
transplontaHon, has brought the 
procedu 11e to a stage whe.re it is accepted 
as a legitimate mode of theraphy in the 
management of a patient with severe liver 
disease. i . · 
Dr. Starzl began his lecture by 
discussing ' his work in the field of renal 
transplantation. The lessons which were 
learned in transplanting kidneys have 
been applied to other organs including 
heart, liver, and pancreas. According to 
Dr. Starzl, "any competent surgeon can -
transpiq.,-t a kidney." The real challenge .~s 
to prevent rejection of the organ. Indeed, 
much of . the early ~ork in the field of 
tronsplaritotion · dealt with immuno-
supressiqn . which . would allow · for . the 
acceptance of the organ without making 
the patient susceptible to deadly infections 
or maligioncies. 
Dr. Starzl has : been involved in the 
development and te st i ng o f 
im munosuppressive agents. Conventional 
therapy for transplantation involved the 
administration of lmmuran, which carried 
a one-year post-transplantation survival 
rate of only 48%. Dr. Starzl has tested new 
· i~munosuppressive modalite~ including 
C y:closporin, which has allowed for 92% 
survival rate among unmatched ·ecipients 
in kidney transplants. Dr. Storzl hos been 
using Gyclosporin exclusively since 1981, 
and he states that he hos had. only one 
death in 110 death patients on whom he 
has performed kidney transplants. Dr. 
Starzl noted that Cyclosporin hos mode . 
patients less of o surgical risk and he. has 
. been able to perform re-transplantation, ( 
on those patients who have not responded 
favorally to their first graft. . · 
With the aid of Cyclosporin, Dr. Starzl 
has been able to offer livertransplation to 
patients w~th previously unfreatable 
j hepatic ·dis-ease. Dr. Starzl presented 
"Chuckie" to the audience, an eleven year 
old boy who had undergone liver . 
transplantation one year ago; Chuckie 
had been given a liver transplant because 
of his inborn error of metabolism, an 
antitrypsin deficiency. 
To be considered •a candidate for liver 
transpl~ntation, o patient must be under 
the aQe of 55, have no extra-hepatic 
malign:ancy, no extra-hepatic infection, 
and no· serious disease other than those 
that Qffect the liver. Dr. Starzl has 
transplanted livers for patients who have 
had qlcoholic liver disease, Budd-Chiari 
Syndr~me, Biliary Atresia, Wilson': 
Disea~e and primary hepatic malignancy 
that has not metasitized. 
Dr. Storzl feels that liver transplantation 
can help improve the lives of patients with 
liver disease, which presently ranks as the 
fourth leading cause of death in the · 
UnitJd States. D;. Storzl would like.to have 
a notional network of 30 Regional Liver 
Transplants Centers so that patients would 
never hove to travel for to get the 
:ipproriote thertiPX·. . 
Dr. Starzl spent the entire day ot 
Jefferson participating in Grand Founds 
and discussing therapeutic problems with 
the Jefferson Health Care teams. 
The Annual Martin E. Reyfuss 
Lectureship was created & endowed by 
the Percival E. and Ethel Brown Foederer -
Foundation in honor of the late Martin E. 
Reyfuss, M.D., Professor of Clinical 
Medicine at J.M.C. The Reyfuss Lecturer is 
selected each year by a faculty committee, 
and may speak on any medically related 
topiC. 
···-······· 
The . America n Dental Hygienists' 
Assoc:iotion hos announced the winners of 
the ADHA Foundation Scholarships that 
are given to full-time dental . hygiene 
students on the certificate/ associate, 
baccalaureate and graduate levels. Lynn 
Finocchi of Thomas Jefferson University 
recently was awarded a baccalaureate 
. sc1hol~1rship. Congratulations, Lynn! 
:*······································ · ·~························· ~ ······: ··!·············· 
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Pope blasts experiments 
Pope . John Paul II, in an address to 
scien,tists attending the annual seminar of : 
t~e Pontifical Academy of Sciences ' lost I 
month, condemned experiments ]: 
conducted ·on the human embryo. . 
In his talk to 40 scientist$ from many 
~ations who attended a special audience, 
the people reiterated the Vatican's views' 
on such experi~entation. 
"I cond~mn in the most explicit and \ · 
formal -way experimental manipulations : · 
of the human embryo, since the human · 
being, from conception to death, cannot · 
be exploited - for any purpose 
whatsoever," he said. 
The pope did not explain the kind of 
experimer,itotion he condemned, but it 
was clear his remarks included recent 
"test-tube" .. fertilization of the ovum, which 
the Vatican has criticized on several recent · 
o~casions. 
He said his condemnation did not 
Extend his testtube experiments on 
h~mon genes, "which have yielded results 
for the cure of diseases related to 
chromoso.me defects." 
. "It is to· be hoped, with reference to your 
activities, that the new techniques of 
modification of the genetic code, in 
particular cases of genetic .chromosomic 
diseases will be a motive for hope for the 
great number of people ottected by those 
maladies,"· the Pope said. 
He did not ~pecify the type of testing he 
supported but cited sickle-cell anemia and 
"some hereditary diseases" as examples 
of diseases.that might be cured or avoided 
through "bi_ologicol experimentation." 
' 
"The research of modern biology gives 
hope that the transfer and mutations of 
genes con ameliorate the conditions of 
those whQ · are affected by inherited 
diseases,'' he said . 
"In this way the smallest and weakest of 
human beings con be cured during their 
i~trauterine life or in the period . 
immediately after birth/' 
The pope said the church hod no 
objection to biological experimentation on 
animals. 
"It is certain that animals ore at the 
service of man and can hence be the 
object of experimentation. Nevertheless, 
t~ey must be treated as creatures of God 
which are destined to serve man's . good, 






. Ford Foundation 
The .Ford Foundation plons to make . 
grants expected to total $6 million over the 
n'e:Xt two years in a program to improve · 
. the health and mental development of 
PQOr children in the United States and the 
Third World. 
Under the program, called "A Fair Start 
. for Children," the foundation announced 
initial grants of $3. 1 million to fund 
P.rograms to help teen-age mothers, 
women in Appqlochia, and the children of 
Florida farm workers and Mexicon-
American laborers in Texas. 
Columbia U., Ne""'. York City, received 
$330,000• to train wom.~n in the 
neighborhood near Columbio-
Presbyterion Medical Center to help 
migrants from the Dominican Republic 
with prenatal care, contraception, and 
nutrition. · · 
The Child Welfare League of America 
.received $482,000 to help urban 
American teen-age mothers in six cities. 
The Redlands Christion Migrant Assn. 
received $.420,000 for a health and 
education progrom for Florida migrant 
workers, and Vanderbilt u: received 
$473.000 for a maternal and child health 
program in rural Tennessee, West 
Virginia, and Kentucky. 
. The Center for the Development of Non-
Formol Education got $178,000, and the 
Notional Child Nutrition Project received 
$160,600. 
In addition, the foundation gave 
$284,000 to Columbia U. to conduct a 
research project· with Cuba to assess that 
country's success in .reducing infant 
mortality from ·gastroenter it is. · The 
foundation also made two grcints for 
projects in India, one for Colombia, a nd 
one for Nigeria. 
••• 
Va to study· 
The Veterans Adminis.trotion has 
launched o $2.06-million nationwide study 
to find drugs that could help reduce the 
20% failure rote of coronary artery bypass 
surgery. 
Ten hospitals and 1, 100 patients will 
participate. The study will be directed by 
Stephen Goldman, MD, chief of 
cardiology at the Tuscon Veterans 
Administration Medical ·Center, and Jack 
G. Copeland, MD, chief of cordio~osculor 
surgery at the U. of Arizona . 
Dr. Goldman said that the fa ilure rate 
following bypass surgery is 20% in the first 
year and 3% to 6% annually thereafter. 
The study aims to compare drugs and .drug 
regiments that ha.ve shown promising onti-
platelet action. · 
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FRISBEE 
/ - • 
Tempie Medical School, two students at 
Temple Dental School, one from U. of P. ' 
Med School, and , ironically enough, two 
students from PCOM. Although this bunch 
includes some excellent Ultimate players, 
th is - group of at~letes . whose Social 
Security Numbers will never be seen on a 
wal l in Jefferson Alumni Hall must new be 
questioned as to whether they really want 
to sacrifice and win for JMC. Richard Kotz, 
a first year student at PCOM who played 
faithfully for the Oxen during· the last two 
years, now will sell his awesome frisbee 
abilities to the school with the best offer 
each week. His. attitude is, at best, 
questionable. In a recent interview, he was 
quoted as saying," The challenge i~ 
Ulitmote is to catch a pass seemingly just 
out of reach. At Jefferson Ultimate, the 
challenge becomes greater each year." 
The team should be able to overcome 
Fun Time: invent your own caption 
• • 
this adversity and have a succesSful .spring 
season on the field. As·fet the team's off 
the field success, many thanks go the 
Commons, and in particular, Brenda, fo1· 
their support and sponsership of the club 
and its activities. The frisbee sale, which 
was initiated in spring of '81, is an ongoin~J 
event with a _ three fold purpose. First, it 
gives players, other students, faculty, and 
visitorsan oppurtunity to buy frisbee -at 
close to 1 /2 off the regular store price for 
a comparable disc. Secondly, it represents · 
an attempt by the team to be somewhat 
self supportive. At the same time, special 
discs are printed up which bear the name 
of the school and its team, and the emblem 
based on the statu~ of St. Luke, so 
familiarly located . i;.u:bfHn .Glowitz and 
Scott library. 
RUGGERS UNDEFEATED 
-on S.oturday, November 13, Jefferson's 
, Philly Med Rugby club finished an 
undefeated season by beating Haverford 
17-4. The team's two hard fought ties were 
played against Division Champs Temple 
Med and PCOM. Philly Med's team 
captains Jeff McConnell and Rich Tobin 
are pleased with the team's effort and are 
looking fOf'ward to on even better spring 
The highlights of this spring's 
include -The Michelob 
Invitational Medical Rugby tournament, 
hosted by Philly Med. The tournament will 
be held in April at Memorial Hall fields in 
Fairmount Park. Watch for sign's-J.A.M. 
with the exact date of the tournament. 
Another highlight will be the first meeting 
between Jefferson's Philly Med Club, and 
Hahnemann's hapless team which broke 
off from Philly Med only this year. 
. EARN UP TO $100 PER WEEK 
···········•··•··•··•· ·• ··· ·· ··· ···· ·· ··· ······· ·· ·· 
• . WE NEED YOUR HELP TO HELP OTHERS 
• PARTICIPATE IN PLASMA PHERESIS PROGRAM 
URGENTLY NEEDED: Persons with Red Cell of "Rh" 1· b 1· . . 
. an 1 ec ies, recently d1agn_o~ed as ~ha, ing infectious mononucle?sis, or h~ving a~tive rheumatoid 
arthritis, lupus, or to·":oplasmosis for m ore information please call: 
!AMERICAN DIAGNOSTICS COMPANY at (215) 922-7810 
, if. 
... 
t . ~ • t • . • I_ ...... ,. .~ ... «' ,, . •· ..... ~ .,.. .., - .. __ • - • ,} 
DRUG FIRM REVAMPS PACKAGING 
Reprinted from AMN 
Physicians and other health workers are 
a key port of the manufacturer's plan to 
rebuild consumers' confidence in Tylenol. 
Noting that "70% of consumers 
originally t irl:id Ty lenol on the 
recommendation of _ o heoltb core : 
professional," McNeil Home Products Co. 
9nce again is focusing on professionals, a 
company spokesman said. A force of more 
than · 2,250 soles representatives from . 
McNeil and 12 other firms related to . 
Johnson & Johnson w ill be trying to 
. · motivate physician$ and other 
professionals to reassure patients. 
McNei· hopes physicians will pass on the 
advice that "with tamper-resistant 
packages · and their o'wn good 
judgement," consumers can use Tylenol 
safely again, the official said. The firm 
also is trying to- bolster its prescription 
Tylenol sales which, at least in Chicago, 
'dropped after seven people died in late 
September ofte._r taking over-the-counter 
_Extra-Strength Tylenol-eapsules l.a'ced with 
cyanide. (Company statistics show that 
Chicago prescriptions already are. 
...- climbing back to normal levels.) 
Company officials do not think they are 
fighting a hopeless battle. Even if Tylenol 
· sales dropped 50%, the drug still would be 
the leading over:the-counter analgesic, 
despite soles gains by other proc:fucts 
recently. Surveys by Johnson & Johnson 
also show that about 60% of people who 
. use Tylenol regularly would buy it again. 
About 75% of regular vs~rs would buy it if 
the drug were i1"1 a tamper-resistant 
package, said JO mes Burke, . board . 
chairman of Johnson & Johnson. 
People who are not regular users of 
Tylenol are more hesitant. About 80% had 
little interest in ever using the brand. 
TO LURE OLD and new customers, 
McNeil wil put Tylenol in a container with 
three. safety seals and two labels alerting 
people to be wary of tampering. Unveiled 
, at a news confereQce held via satellite in 
30 cities, the new safety system features 
glued box e i;i ds; tough, red plastic wrap 
with the words "Tylenol safety_ seal" 
orourd the bottle neck, and . a foil seal 
over the bottle mouth. Wording· includes 
"new safety sealed" on the box; 0 yellow 
label that says, "Do not use if safety seals 
are broken" will be on the -bottle. 
The new packages will be· on most store 
shelves by'Jan . 1, Burke estimated. He said 
. the company could live with new federal 
regulations requiring all over-the-counter 
drug companies to keep drugs in standard 
packages on the shelves µntil feb . 5, 1984. 
In addition to the 2 . 4-cent additional 
cost of each . new package, Johnson & 
Johnson will absorb the cost of coupons 
offering $2.50 off the price on any Tylenol 
product . Burke said the Sunday 
newspaper coupons, to be issued twice in . 
November and at least once in December, 
are o way to reimburse the 35% of Tylenol 
users who threw away the product a~er . 
news of the poisonings. Consumers · also 
con get coupons by calling 1-800-232-
1222. . 
Oth'er than the coupons (and the free 
publicity generated by the news 
conference), Burke said the company had 
, no other immediate advertising plans. 
Coupon redemptions rt:iay cost Johnson 
& Johnson $20 milli0n to $40 million . That 
. figure will be added to the $100 million 
spent recalling, testing, and destroying 
Tylenol capsules. The loss from increased 
packaged costs will be b~ed on the 
number of bottles sold, so Burke could 'not 
estimate ,it . 
.... _..._ ...... ......., ••. 
, . ......,, 
DELCR_EST 
Medical Products 
and Service Co. 
Physicians Equip~nt and Suppl.les 
. Speciai Student Discounts 
Distributors for 
Burdick - Tycos 
Welch-Allyn - Propper 
~''''''''''''''~ ~ial Discounts With This 
1109 Walnut Street 923-'1 791 
Mon. - Fri. 9 to 5 Sat. 10-2 
VISA - MASTER CHARGE - AMERICAN EXPRESS 
Ii I • 'I Jl''i 111 '11 :' 'Ii 
( . 
ACCEPTED - lll~lllJUIDll~fll . 
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.PE.NUL Tl MATE 
by Gary Gilman FR I SB EE 
In one of its most su_ccessful seasons in 
the teams bri~f seven year history, the , 
JMC Ultimate Frisbee team completed its · 
Fall '82 campaign with a 3-3 record. 
Capping off the team's moderate success 
were the sectional playoffs, he.Id on a · 
beautiful autu~n Saturday at William 
Tennent HS iri Warminster, Pa . The boys 
from Jeff were defeated by Swarthmore 
and the Philo. Frisbee Club, but managed 
to come back ord win a gutsy battle with 
the Harrisburg "Flying Eyeballs". by a 
score of 2 1-19. Although knocked out of 
the drive for the National Championships 
(held at the Rose Bowl), the JMC "Flying 
Oxen" could ride home that day on 1-95 
with their heads held high. 
, For those unfamiliar with the sport, 
Ultimate is a fast-moving, non-contact 
sport played by two seven player teams. 
The object of the game is to score goals. 
The disc may only be moved by passing, as 
the thrower is not allowed -to take any 
steps. Any time a pass is not completed, a 
turnover occurs, resulting in immediate 
change-of possession of the disc. A goal is 
scored when a player successfully pas$es 
the disc to a teammate in the endzene 
which that team is attacking. . 
One of the reason's ·for the team's 
turnaround has to be the experience of 
many of the team's players. Senior Jeff 
Keenan, who was captain of the team 
during the "rebuilding years", is a sure-
handed player (he is going into OB-GYN) 
who has proven to be o table, .steodying 
influence on the younger, mortt _excitable 
players on the squad. Junior Todd Hoover, 
co-captain last year and clearly the team's 
smoothest and most subtle disc-handler, 
has contributed immeasurably with his 
talent, his smile, and his careful choice of 
words. When asked about the team's 
success this post year, he replied," I hod a 
great quote yesterday". Nick "formation. 
of foot-mouth complexes" Mondalakus 
gives it all he hos out on the field, but hos 
never contributed to anything with 
subtlety. He does not think that the team 
was all that successful this past year, 
elequently stating that "We didn't do half-
bad when people showed up." another of 
the team's established stars is third year 
student Deepak Kapoor, a former co-
captain whose only fault is that he tends to 
be too quiet out ori the field. 
The rewards that one can attain from 
the highly competitive sport of Ultimate 
Frisbee go well beyond what happens out 
on the field. 1982 sow the evolution of a 
very healthy rivalry betwee-n the "Oxen" 
and the relatively new Ultimate team at 
Philo. Coliege of Osteopathic Medicine. 
Be it that Ultimate Frisbee is an idealistic 
game in that rules are scarce and players 
must coll their own fouls, good . 
sportsmanship is an absolute necessity, if 
the competition is to remain in the positive 
· spirit with which. it was intended. The 
games between the "esteopaths" and the 
"~llopaths" are always hard fought and 
emotional, but neyer ugly, as is often 
inevitably the case in Ultimate. The good 
rapport out on the field, in turn , has mode 
it desirable for the t:;..,o teams to take 
advantage of their competitiveness and 
close proximity, and ploy each other 
frequently. The sittuation is even 
beneficial in a career oriented way, giving 
students at the two schools an opportunity 
to learn mQre -from each other. -Such is 
exemplified by PCOM Ultimate captain 
Dan Black's offer to employ histeam 
members as trainers for the "Oxen" in the 
upcoming Spring '83 s~asons. _ 
The outlook is bright for the next season, 
as weH as for those·which follow. Like most 
student organizations at JMC, . the 
Ultimate team is fun largely by members 
of the sophomore class. Consequently, 
freshman must take on an active role if a 
dub is going to continue to thrive. This 
year, the "talent" is fairly equally devided 
amongst the four classes, and the class of 
'86, lad by Russel Bennett, an experienced 
player from the Univ. of Chicago, and the 
"J~hnstown Connection", Ken and Keith 
Gibson, hos no paucity of good players. 
Although this reporter . has a strong 
personal stake in th~ ' reputation of the 
JMC "Flying Oxen", there is on even 
greater obligation to what is known as 
journalistic integrity. In other words, it is 
time for an ugly situation afflicting this an 
other school sponsered Ultimate teams, to 
be fully exposed. What I om talking about 
is ringers. It's true, sports fans, there were 
in fact competing for the JMC Oxen this 
fall at various times -.one student from 
cont'd on page 11 
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FRISBEE TEAM PHOTO' 
Jeff Rugge.rs sc~umming it up . Photo by Ben Almon 
·Ruggers 
Undefeated! 
Story l~side ... Page 11 
. . 
Black ah,d Blue R~gger has Man by the throat Ph@to by Ben Alman 
·_Jefferson 
Despite losing several key players since 
last spring, Jefferson's soccer team 
compiled an impressiv~ 6-1- i record this 
fall. The tea'm's only loss came on t·he first 
week of the season, as a tough Penn Med 
-team defeated Jefferson's poorly/unified 
-a nd incomplete team by a score of 2-1. 
Undaunted, and aide d by the return of Dr. 
Tom ·"Rod Stewart" MacDonald 
(Microbiology), C. Martin Palmer ('83), 
and otbers, Jefferson's team rebounded 
and went undefeated in its last seven 
games. Other vete ra n regulars induded 
Soccer 
Mark Kahn ('83), Dave Goodman ('84), Ed 
Snipes ('8;4), and John Larson ('85) . 
freshman Ken Margulies, a strong 
midfielder, was a welcome addition, a-s 
was his classmate Tom Meye l, a sol id 
fullback . . Poul Strohmayer and Larry 
Fechner (both '85), were also consiste nt 
pe rformers. Last but not lea st, th e team 
welcomes tradition - breaker Sue Sajer 
- ('8_5), the team's first woman player. 
by J~n Krohn 
